RE-THINKING
AGILE LEADERSHIP
& INNOVATION
STRATEGIES

Case Studies

Leading innovation is
not about getting people
to follow you to the
future; it is about
getting people to
co-create it with you.
Linda A. Hill

Unleashing your
organisations full
potential.
When companies look to transform their culture to navigate
uncertainty, learn, evolve, and innovate from idea to impact
with diverse, agile teams – they co-create with us.

Team Development Sprint and
Coaching
Enabling a Successful Start for a Young Leader in Automotive

At a glance
A young professional promoted to
team leader at a large automotive
company. 8 out of 10 team
members joined the team within
the last 3 months. With this the
teamleader wanted to make sure to
lay the necessary foundations for
successful collaboration.

CHALLENGES
The high level of fluctuation within the team, the new role as team
leader as well as ongoing restructuring on the corporate level, and
personal past experiences were reasons for the young professional to
seek support in building strong connections within the team from the
get-go. Furthermore, the team should create a joint understanding of
how their strengths could complement each other on their jointly
defined journey forward.

SOLUTIONS
Required Deliverable

The impact of the full-day workshop was extended with two one-on-

Every team member should reflect

the Gallup Strength Finder Assessment individually. After an initial

on their respective strengths and

individual reflection in the workshop they dove into building the base

how they best contribute to the

for future collaboration with tools from LEGO® Serious Play® and the

team. The needed to align on the

Design Sprint.

one coaching sessions with the team leader as well as the team taking

necessary steps for good
collaboration.

10

Knowing
Strengths

Participants

8 HOURS

Buiild a joint
vision

Creating direction
for future

BENEFITS

Spent in workshop

Foster an understanding for the various perspectives

1

The workshop design was targeted to allow for several
moments of becoming aware of the existence and importance
of the diverse perspectives within the team.

Building a foundation for successful collaboration

2

Building upon their individual strengths and perspectives to
generate a holistic understanding of what is required to for
the team to excel together.

Committing to joint vision

3

The Design Sprint exercise of the "Sailboat" allowed the team
to get a full picture of the challenges and vision ahead. This,
furthermore, enabled realistic, individual commitment.

"SEEING WERE WE HAVE
SIMILARITIES AND WHAT
STRENGTHS WE MIGHT NEED TO
DEVELOP FURTHER, HELPS A
LOT."

LEGO® Serious Play®
Strategy Alignment
At a glance

CHALLENGES

A large Swiss company wanted to
involve a greater number of

The client was a large Swiss company that had already been working on

employees in the discussion of the

its values and goals for 2025. Thus, the goal of the workshop was to

values and goals for 2025. Across

use LEGO® Serious Play® to create a half-day activity with 3 main

language barriers and departments.

goals: Share your expectations of ideal communication within the

With 300 participants we worked

organization, reflect and settle the new values of the company, and

with 11 facilitators.

define how you want to collaborate in the future

SOLUTIONS
Required Deliverable

During the workshop, each participant has been invited to build an

Every participant should return to

set. Each participant has been asked to put his/her contribution in the

their job with a feeling of

spotlight and thus contribute equally.

answer/solution to a question with LEGO® bricks from the exploration

belonging and that their
contribution counts. The basis for
further actions schould be laid.

300

A common
language

Participants

11
FACILITATORS
3 LANGUAGES

Building easy
connection

Fostering
understanding
and engagement

BENEFITS
Getting more insights in a shorter periode of time

1

The process of the workshop allowed to start with individual
thinking of the 300 employees and concluded with merging
the different perspectives into comprehensive insights.

Inclusive collaboration across language barriers

2

LEGO® allowed knowledge exchange across natural language
barriers, business seniority levels, and professional
backgrounds to gain insights into challenges and
opportunities that would take years to gather with
conventional business methods or be lost all together..

Sustainable impact

3

Having built a joint visual understanding (commonly
understood stories) allowed the teams to use these as
references for further discussions and detailing their action
plans.

"THERE WAS A LARGE NUMBER
OF INSIGHTS FOR THE
MANAGEMENT WE WOULD
USUALLY NEVER HEAR AND
FIND OUT."

Innovation Challenge
Programs
Enabling a Successful Start for a Young Leader in Automotive

At a glance

CHALLENGES

Good ideas are often scattered
wildly in organizations. The skill to

Learning about innovation only theoretically doesn't build the required

capitalize on those ideas in a

skills needed in their future careers. Therefore, the universities were

structured way is becoming one of

interested in building a Design Sprint program that works on challenges

the crucial and sought-after

from the corporate world. In order to establish self-efficacy in

competencies. Universities are

managing innovations, this program should resemble a hackathon spirit

striving to equipe their students

while still allowing form important facilitation.

with this vital skill.

SOLUTIONS
Required Deliverable

A program that allows fostering theoretical and practical understanding

Students taking part in this

well as a three-day Design Sprint. To enable maximum learning the

program should learn how to

Design Sprint is self-directed with the multiple teams being

follow an innovation process most

asynchronously facilitated.

of innovation processes by combining lectures, interactive sessions as

efficiently from the challenge to
having tested a prototype.

100+
Participants over 5
implementations

3-5 DAYS

Challenges from
the industry

Understanding
agile processes

Combining
different
disciplines

BENEFITS

Of facilitated Design

Experiencing innovation processes in business

Sprints

1

Working on complex challenges from the industry guarantees
it is not "innovation theater". The students experience the
most important aspects of innovation and the challenges of
large organizations at the same time.

Building a crucial skill for their future career

2

Being able to facilitate group processes - whether in
innovation or for simple processes - is one of the most
important skills for future leaders.

Being aware of the importance of diverse teams

3

Learning to work in diverse teams gives the students an
additional important insight into business life where one
often works in international, diverse teams.

"WHAT THE PARTICIPANTS
EXPERIENCED OVER THE PAST
THREE DAYS PROVIDES THEM
WITH A INVALUABLE SKILL
FOR THE FUTURE."

"Innovator's Dilemma" Training
for Executives
Enabling a Successful Start for a Young Leader in Automotive

At a glance

CHALLENGES

The community of many of the
most successful industry

"Innovator's Dilemma" describes the paradox that those decisions that

companies of the DACH region was

secure today's success might be the same that will bring down a

looking to elaborate on one of their

company in the future. As many well-established companies find

member's use case about

themself slowing down or blocking true innovation completely, the

"Innovator's Dilemma".

community was looking into a facilitated learning experience on bestpractices, tools and methods to counter-act "Innovator's Dilemma".

SOLUTIONS
Required Deliverable

In a two-day offsite event, the executives were given theoretical

The CTO's of these companies

first-hand, and spent time peer-to-peer coaching alongside industry

were looking for theoretical

best practices as well as discovering potential synergies.

insights, several hands-on exercises to experience innovation processes

insights, hands-on exercises as well
as peer-to-peer coaching alongside
best practices.

10
Executives

16 HOURS
Spent in workshop

Extensive problem
framing

Studying bestpractices

Hands-on and
peer-to-peer

BENEFITS
Going outside of the daily-business bubble

1

Daily business, structures, and automation are often
detrimental to getting the full picture of the challenge at hand
- and thinking about solutions to those.

Getting inspired and upskilling

2

The fast-paced sequence of theory and practical exercises
eased thanks to ample time for discussion, peer-to-peer
coaching, and networking.

Capitalizing on an experienced, trusted network of peers

3

Within a network of experienced CTOs, everyone brings a
similar background that allows for fast connection and
understanding, while still being different enough to offer new
insight, advice, and support to each other.

"UNDERSTANDING THAT THOSE
DECISIONS THAT LEAD TO
EXCEPTIONAL PERFORMANCE
NOW CAN LEAD TO MISSING
OUT ON NEW OPPORTUNITIES
IN THE FUTURE WAS EYEOPENING."

About
Boost2Rethink

Chantal Schmelz
Chantal is a change enthusiast who resists the
idea of only having one profession. After years in
corporate functions, Chantal Schmelz now works
as a facilitator, strategist, lecturer, and
communication consultant - with a very diverse
portfolio of projects and clients: From start-up to
corporate.
But her projects always have two things in
common:
They actively drive positive change and they only
work when the collective intelligence of the
team is harnessed.

Patrycja Pielaszek
Patrycja is a forward-thinking innovation leader
with an extensive track record in digital
strategies.
She’s proficient in traditional large-scale
innovation as well as agile, entrepreneurial
models and collaborative eco-systems.
With her broad background in human-centric
business development, she’s helping
organisations to get better at 21st century
innovation.

"The challenge of leadership
is to create change and
facilitate growth."
John C. Maxwell

The core of our work is empowerment. And while we
freely share our methods in all our projects we also offer
more specific training for those who want to be able to
facilitate team processes with more ease and for better
results.
Using progressive techniques and agile methods, we will
guide teams in defining the "real problem" via creative
perspective changes to a new solution approach with an
actionable plan.
Our toolbox ranges from Design Sprints to Lego® Serious
Play®, OKR, Strategyzer, and Liberating Structures to the
Blue Ocean Strategy. We not only empower you live
on-site but also boost digital collaboration with your team
via virtual or hybrid trainings.
We empower executives, leaders, and teams to discover
and realize their full potential through new perspectives
and collaboration with others.

LET'S RETHINK YOUR
AGILE LEADERSHIP &
INNOVATION STRATEGIES

connect@boost2rethink.ch
Boost2Rethink.ch

... OR TAKE YOUR NEXT
STEP RIGHT AWAY.
connect@boost2rethink.ch
www.boost2rethink.com

WANT TO EXPERIENCE LEGO®
SERIOUS PLAY®?
JOIN THE MEETUP GROUP AND TAKE
PART IN ONE OF OUR COMMUNITY
SESSIONS!

Join our Meetup Group!

WANT TO LEARN MORE ABOUT
HOW FACILITATION SKILLS CAN
MAKE YOUR TEAMS MORE
SUCCESSFUL?
BOOK YOUR SEAT FOR THE AGILE
LEADERSHIP HALF-DAY WORKSHOP.

